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How to Infuse Spirits
For reasons, today, the CapriLodge mid-Coral Ridge glows: NO.
On the aural bridge, across, another broken lock honor bar—what
click I meant there was some confidences are athletes into over coaches,
some southern Sunday school teacher is saying say Palmetto Bugs, not roaches.
Not exactly. Exactly: some pilots are burnt into light. Neon: the spectrum
we can hear. Any angel’s throat burns hot pink. But I didn’t mean to bring in the
beyond.
The marque flames: COUNTRY GREEN AND SUNBURNT MIRTH—Keats
And underneath: QUIET ROOMS, COOL POOLS AND CLEAN SHEETS.
Even my lipstick invested in this empire. Smoked Rose. Soft Silver. Synesthesia
of pocket proof the tribe’s just trying to please you. My own memory
of this city remembering this city is the slake that seemed to bring
the scent of the sky down, seemed to squeeze this gorge up to a sing
of salted he—llo mother, yes I’m here. Naturally, I was near
asking which towns, which dear, exalted estranged towns our friends here
no longer can never go near? It’s not ever the law you lied and said you
broke…I had a woman kin, died of “rope”.
Here: stream runs clear
granted time. This is the slake seemed to bring the scent of the sky down,
brought the scent of the earth up! Hymn.

To testify—through the fog and filthy air
Remember those 3 witnesses at the outset of that play:
They enact the testimony and for five acts the testimony does
Do what they say. Double. Notice the word anger almost
In asylum in language. Double. Note the absent are. Toil.
Nobody around here cause any trouble, nobody notice the fix
That comes first, o o no trouble. Trouble. This document is
Dead; answers cannot be recorded. Are you beholding every word?
Drop your G. Pick up your I. Observe wit/witness.
Over/hover. Observe the reason in treason. Don’t say you don’t
Levitate. Don’t say you are in only one world. Don’t say you don’t see the word word.
You know what you see in blend, in combine.
You are not dead.
Write: I am
confused
1000 times. Hand it to the court reporter.

‘Tis
Christmas came and there was nothing to be done about it.
I found a reflective gold sequin afloat in my bath five days
Before it fell from the Mardis Gras mask. I forgave my mother
Before she asked. I forbid the sequence
Of events to overtake me and I took them as they came.
At last I took over the television set it all to advent and so
I forgot to watch the film in black & white about a man who
Dreams a séance he does not desire. A blizzard blew through to bleach
The New Year’s baby’s bones. Everyone understood why sleep sounds like a
Z, everyone wanted a radio at once, everyone put down the remoteness. Almost
everyone and
Also I went to the grocery and got in line under bright light and admitted expiry
To be thinking at length about tomorrow
When tomorrow

When tomorrow
When tomorrow
Can already not be undone.

